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IN THE PREVIOUS EPITALE 

Jodie awoke in the medical bay, she was okay and safe, or so she 
thought. After she realised that Henry Jones, a field officer in the GSS 

Nimbus’ defence team, was the one who took her and apparently, kept her 
safe. Whilst Henry was explaining himself and what actually happened to the 

ship, he was interrupted by a ship-shaking thud. 
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Another ear-piercing thud shook the medical bay. “What is that?-” 
Jodie screamed in terror after being interpreted by Henry. 
 “Sush, I said!” Henry ordered Jodie as if he was ordering around a 
cadet trainee. “Stay here, don’t make a sound!” Henry walked out of the room 
gripping his Neutron Pistol that was attached to the side of his belt. The door 
closed automatically behind and Jodie was left to wonder what was out there.  
 After several bangs and thuds that made Jodie almost jump out of her 
skin, came a monstrous roar from outside. It sounded more like a scream, 
Jodie thought, but not a human scream, more like an animal, it was loud, 
violent and disgusting and it made Jodie’s heart race and of course, it’s 
partner, the heart monitor. The door opened again and Doctor Jeffries came 
stumbling in with his shoulder-length silver hair messy and frizzy and his 
glasses broken and wonky on his wrinkled, round face. With purple goo 
dripping from his forehead and down his long nose he stated quite 
frustratedly, “That was utterly disgusting!” Followed by the Doctor came 
Henry, with the same purple goo, splattered across his chiselled and 
muscular body. 
 “Come on, we need to go” he urged, the words being separated by 
Henry forcing himself to catch his breath.  
 “Oh but we simply cannot! Jodie is far from stable enough to 
frantically traveling around the ship!” Doctor Jeffries explained. 
 “We have no choice! They know we’re here and that’s not safe!” Henry 
shouted, unplugging Jodie from the various medical machines around her. 
 “Do I get a choice in this?” Jodie requested before being interrupted by 
Henry. 
 “No.” Henry abruptly said, throwing her uniform that was folded 
neatly onto her bed. “We need to go now!” He added. 
 After putting her uniform back on and putting her hair back up she 
exited her room and into the main centre of the medical bay where Henry 
and Doctor Jeffries were standing outside waiting for her. 
 “Okay, we need to go to the Defence Hub.” Henry stated. 
 “Why?” Jodie asks. 
 “We need to get padded and armoured”. 
 “Why in heaven do I need a weapon? It’s awfully unessarsary.” The 
Doctor challenged. 
 “You’ve seen those things Doc, do you really want to have no 
defence?” Henry questioned. 
 “Well, if you absolutely insist.” The doctor reluctantly replied.  
 “How far is it?” Jodie asked Henry, she knew roughly where it was, 
she never really needed to be down there so she wasn’t quite sure. 
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 “Three decks down.” Henry replied. It was longer than Jodie thought 
and that worried her a little bit. “We’ll make it though, if we take the back 
way” Henry added. 
 The three of them walked out of the medical bay and into to the 
corridor, the Doctor and Jodie slightly hiding behind Henry. “We need to 
stay as quiet as possible,” he added, they have hearing like a bat.” Henry 
whispers. 
 After about five minutes and no sign of any thing, they finally reached 
the elevator. This would take them down to deck six. “After we hit deck six 
it’s about a ten minute walk until we’re there.”  Henry whispered to the 
Doctor and Jodie. Henry pressed the small blue button on the side of the 
elevator doors, it made a loud but very short beeping sound. 
 “Shush!” Jodie comically ordered Henry. 
 “Ha-Ha.” Henry replied, very sarcastically and unamused. 
The elevator finally arrived. The doors seemed to be stuck for some reason 
so Henry did his best to push the doors open, put couldn’t do it. 
 “Jodie?” He said. 
 “On it.” Jodie replied promptly, as she pried the control panel off. After 
fiddling around with the circuit board, the doors opened. However, the 
elevator wasn’t empty. Inside was the chewed up corpse of another crew 
member, Hannah? Jodie thought, slightly recognising her chewed, and 
mangled face. That wasn’t the worst part though, inside the elevator chewing 
on the corpse of Hannah was what Jodie presumed to be one of those 
creatures that Henry was on about. It had four arms coming out of its 
hunchback and its bubbled sweaty skin was a pale green colour. If they were 
quiet, the creature might not notice they were there due to the fact that it’s 
back was turned. 
 “What are you waiting for?! Shoot it!” the Doctor franticly screamed at 
Henry, promoting the creature to turn around and screech at them. The three 
rann down the corridor, being chased by the hungry creature as it edges 
closer and closer to them. 

TO BE CONTINUED 
Has the Doctor just doomed them? 

Will the hungry creature catch up to them? 
Will they reach the armoury? 
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